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Useful notes on Materials Handling Article shared by: Material Handling refers to the movements of materials
and handling there in store. Handling of materials is an integral part of the production process. Handling can
be manual or mechanical. The movement can be horizontal, vertical or the combination of these two. Usually
a large part of indirect labour is engaged in material handling. It has become clear that total or net cost of the
production process can be lowered by making a saving in material handling cost. Following are the most
important functions of material handling: Material handling puts emphasis on the need of the installing
efficient and economical methods for material handling. A material handlings equipment is not considered
production machinery. A material handling system should be able to move and store the material effectively
with minimum effort, maximum safety and in the shortest time. Following are some of the important
principles of economical handling: The materials and typically carried on a pallet for convenience in handling.
Load the material handling equipment to its maximum safe limit loading. The total time required for the
movement of material is sum of the actual move time and time taken in loading, unloading and other allied
activities which do not involve the actual transport of materials. Employ mechanical aids in place of manual
labour in order to speed up material movement, increase the efficiency and economy of the system where
possible. The usual production cycle consist more in moving the materials than converting them into final
product. Hence, sufficient attention must be given in fitting the internal transport system in the manufacturing
plant so as to constitute a single unit. If it is insufficient it may cause delays and decrease efficiency of the
production systems, which results in the increased cost of production. Hence this problem should be given dire
consideration and material handling equipment should be utilized unless it is quite sure that will be cheaper
than manual means of handling. This factor will ultimately improve satisfaction and safety level of workers.
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Material Handling refers to the movements of materials and handling there in store. Handling of materials is an integral
part of the production process. Handling can be manual or mechanical. The movement can be horizontal, vertical or the
combination of these two. Usually a large part of indirect.

The old fashioned way works better. When it comes to college students, the belief that more is better may
underlie their widely-held view that laptops in the classroom enhance their academic performance. Laptops do
in fact allow students to do more, like engage in online activities and demonstrations, collaborate more easily
on papers and projects, access information from the internet, and take more notes. Indeed, because students
can type significantly faster than they can write , those who use laptops in the classroom tend to take more
notes than those who write out their notes by hand. Moreover, when students take notes using laptops they
tend to take notes verbatim, writing down every last word uttered by their professor. Obviously it is
advantageous to draft more complete notes that precisely capture the course content and allow for a verbatim
review of the material at a later date. New research by Pam Mueller and Daniel Oppenheimer demonstrates
that students who write out their notes on paper actually learn more. Across three experiments, Mueller and
Oppenheimer had students take notes in a classroom setting and then tested students on their memory for
factual detail, their conceptual understanding of the material, and their ability to synthesize and generalize the
information. Half of the students were instructed to take notes with a laptop, and the other half were instructed
to write the notes out by hand. As in other studies, students who used laptops took more notes. In each study,
however, those who wrote out their notes by hand had a stronger conceptual understanding and were more
successful in applying and integrating the material than those who used took notes with their laptops. What
drives this paradoxical finding? Mueller and Oppenheimer postulate that taking notes by hand requires
different types of cognitive processing than taking notes on a laptop, and these different processes have
consequences for learning. Writing by hand is slower and more cumbersome than typing, and students cannot
possibly write down every word in a lecture. Instead, they listen, digest, and summarize so that they can
succinctly capture the essence of the information. By contrast, when typing students can easily produce a
written record of the lecture without processing its meaning, as faster typing speeds allow students to
transcribe a lecture word for word without devoting much thought to the content. To evaluate this theory,
Mueller and Oppenheimer assessed the content of notes taken by hand versus laptop. Their studies included
hundreds of students from Princeton and UCLA, and the lecture topics ranged from bats, bread, and
algorithms to faith, respiration, and economics. Content analysis of the notes consistently showed that students
who used laptops had more verbatim transcription of the lecture material than those who wrote notes by hand.
Moreover, high verbatim note content was associated with lower retention of the lecture material. It appears
that students who use laptops can take notes in a fairly mindless, rote fashion, with little analysis or synthesis
by the brain. This kind of shallow transcription fails to promote a meaningful understanding or application of
the information. If the source of the advantage for longhand notes derives from the conceptual processes they
evoke, perhaps instructing laptop users to draft summative rather than verbatim notes will boost performance.
Mueller and Oppenheimer explored this idea by warning laptop note takers against the tendency to transcribe
information without thinking, and explicitly instructed them to think about the information and type notes in
their own words. Despite these instructions, students using laptops showed the same level of verbatim content
and were no better in synthesizing material than students who received no such warning. It is possible these
direct instructions to improve the quality of laptop notes failed because it is so easy to rely on less demanding,
mindless processes when typing. In real classroom settings, however, students are often assessed days if not
weeks after learning new material. Thus, although laptop users may not encode as much during the lecture and
thus may be disadvantaged on immediate assessments, it seems reasonable to expect that the additional
information they record will give them an advantage when reviewing material after a long delay. Mueller and
Oppenheimer included a study in which participants were asked to take notes by hand or by laptop, and were
told they would be tested on the material in a week. When participants were given an opportunity to study
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with their notes before the final assessment, once again those who took longhand notes outperformed laptop
participants. These findings hold important implications for students who use their laptops to access lecture
outlines and notes that have been posted by professors before class. Because students can use these posted
materials to access lecture content with a mere click, there is no need to organize, synthesize or summarize in
their own words. Indeed, students may take very minimal notes or not take notes at all, and may consequently
forego the opportunity to engage in the mental work that supports learning. In the Mueller and Oppenheimer
studies, all laptops were disconnected from the internet, thus eliminating any disruption from email, instant
messaging, surfing, or other online distractions. Technology offers innovative tools that are shaping
educational experiences for students, often in positive and dynamic ways. The research by Mueller and
Oppenheimer serves as a reminder, however, that even when technology allows us to do more in less time, it
does not always foster learning. Learning involves more than the receipt and the regurgitation of information.
If we want students to synthesize material, draw inferences, see new connections, evaluate evidence, and apply
concepts in novel situations, we need to encourage the deep, effortful cognitive processes that underlie these
abilities. When it comes to taking notes, students need fewer gigs, more brain power. Are you a scientist who
specializes in neuroscience, cognitive science, or psychology? And have you read a recent peer-reviewed
paper that you would like to write about? She explores mechanisms for optimizing cognitive function in
college students, older adults, and individuals with intellectual disabilities. She is also the project director for a
TPSID grant from the Department of Education, which promotes the inclusion of students with intellectual
disabilities in postsecondary education.
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Chapter 4 : Notes on Defectives | Materials
The below mentioned article provides a note on defectives. Defectives represent the part of production that does not
meet dimensional or quality specificaÂtions of a product but which can be reworked by additional application of
material, labour and/ or processing and made it into saleable condition either on first or seconds depending upon the
characteristic of the product.

Chapter 5 : Notes on Dental Materials by E.C. Combe
The below mentioned article provides a note on scrap. Scrap is the residue material that has a recovery value. It is
incidental residue from the materials used in manufacturing operations which is recoverable and measurable without
processing.
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Questions from basics of science and technology are asked in almost every competition exam held in India. This subject
is very essential both in GS papers of UPSC Civil Services Prelims and mains examination.
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